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Abstract— In this paper, we propose the motion planning
of Redundant manipulators for speeding-up the hand constant
speed tasks. The hand trajectory is given from vector func-
tion and its time-differentials. We consider the configuration-
space that represent the distance on the hand trajectory and
redundancy of the redundant manipulator. The redundancy is
hand orientation, redundant angle velocity and redundant angle
acceleration. We project torque limits to the configuration-
space. We assume prohibited-area that areas exceed the torque
limits. We plan the motion on the configuration-space avoiding
the prohibited-areas on one hand constant speed for operating
within the torque limits. If we can find the motion within
the torque limits, we change the hand constant speed to high-
speed one. We repeat the motion planning and changing the
hand constant speed until cannot find the motion in order
to derive fastest and constant hand speed motion. In this
paper, we explain the method to derive the prohibited-area,
and the algorithm of motion planning on the configuration-
space. After that, we show the effectiveness of proposal method
by showing joint torques simulation. The simulations compute
by the Lagrange’s equation and the Open Dynamics Engine.

I. INTRODUCTION

In industrial fields, manipulator that is slower than other
industrial equipments is always required to speed-up for
cutting short the cycle time. However, when we want take
hand constant speed tasks such as a sealing tasks. We adjust
the hand speed to hand speed on curved trajectory that is
hard to operate high speed. And we most slow down the hand
speed on straight trajectory that is easy to operate high speed.
Thus, problem that the cycle time is longer is happened.

We use the redundancy of redundant manipulator to
speed-up hand constant speed. the method using redun-
dancy has been focus in recent years. T.Yoshikawa pro-
posed to perform the subtasks such as singularity avoidance
and obstacle avoidance[1]. Y.Nakagawa proposed the force
applicability[2]. H.Hanaka et al. proposed path tracking
control using the avoidance-manipulability that is one of
the indicators of redundancy [3]. O.Egeland considered the
macro-micro system that separate a redundant manipulator
to a small fast manipulator and a large positioning part, in
order to add a high bandwidth and a large working area[4].
Furthermore, the industrial equipments are required the Path
tracking control not only the Point-to-Point control in recent
years. C.S.Liu et al. proposed the model based path tracking
control [5].

In order to operate manipulator high-speed, J.E.Bobrow et
al. proposed the time-optimal path tracking control projecting
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the torque limits to the phase-plane using the dynamics
equation of a non redundant manipulator, and finding motion
without exceeding torque limits on the phase-plane [6]. S.Ma
et al. applied this Bobrow’s method to the redundant manip-
ulator and proposed the time-optimal path tracking control
of redundant manipulator [7]. S.Ma et al. solve a problem
that the torque limits cannot project to the phase-plane
by using linear programming technique. M.Galicki consider
time-optimal control theory of redundant manipulator [8].

In this study, we aim to speed-up hand constant speed
tasks using redundancy of the redundant manipulator. Time-
optimal controls are control of fastest hand speed in each
time. We can not apply time-optimal control. Our method
is composed in 2-steps. First, we consider configuration-
space that represent the redundancy, instead of phase-plane.
And we project torque limits to the configuration-space. We
assume prohibited-area that areas exceed the torque limits
on the configuration-space. Second, we take the path finding
avoiding the prohibited-area in one hand constant speed on
the configuration-space. And we increase the hand constant
speed gradually. We derive the fastest and constant hand
speed motion of redundant manipulator from the result of
path finding.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

As a relatively simple case, we consider about planar 3-
links redundant manipulator in this paper. The joint angle
vector isq = [q1, q2, q3]

T . And its time-differentials arėq, q̈.
After this, Ẋ andẌ represent 1st order time-differential and
2nd order time-differential ofX. The joint torque vector is
τ = [τ1, τ2, τ3]

T .
Dynamics equation of the manipulator derived from La-

grange’s equation is

τ = M q̈ +H (1)

WhereM is the inertia matrix,H is the torque vector of
coriolis and centrifugal forces. The joint torquesτ have
torque limitsΩ, defined as

Ω = {τ |τi,min ≦ τi ≦ τi,max; i = 1, 2, 3} (2)

On the other hand, relation of task space and joint space of
manipulator are

r = P (q), ṙ = J q̇, r̈ = J q̈ + J̇ q̇ (3)

r = [x, y]T is a hand position vector,P (q) is the forward
kinematics function to convert fromq to r, J is Jacobian
matrix of the Redundant manipulator.
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The hand trajectory in task space is given from vector
function f(s) of a scalar parameters, s0 ≦ s ≦ se. f(s0)
is the start point of the trajectory andf(se) is the end point
of the trajectory. And,̈s is equal zero because hand speed
on the trajectory is constant. Thus,

r = f , ṙ = f ′ṡ, r̈ = f ′′ṡ2 (4)

Where,f = f(s),f ′ = d
dtf(s),f

′′ = d2

dt2f(s).
In this paper, we consider a motion planning of the

redundant manipulator in order to operate high-speed and
constant-speed on the trajectory. This planned motion must
fulfill the torque limitsΩ.

III. MOTION PLANNING SYSTEM

We explain about a motion planning method that is com-
posed three section.

First, we explain configuration-space and prohibited-area.
The configuration-space represents hand position on the
trajectory and a redundancy of the redundant manipulator.
The prohibited-area is areas on the configuration-space that
exceed the torque limitsΩ. Second, we explain path finding
on the configuration-space in one hand speed. The path
finding is looking for paths avoiding the prohibited-area.
Third, we explain a search algorithm to get high-speed and
constant hand speed.

A. CONFIGULATION SPACE

A state of the redundant manipulator is represented state
of the hand position that is decided in scalar parameters and
state of a redundancy of the redundant manipulator. State of
the hand position is represented by the vector function in (4).
State of a redundancy is represented following

q = P−1(f , η) (5)

q̇ = J+f ′ṡ+ (I − J+J)k1 (6)

q̈ = J+(f ′′ṡ2 − J̇ q̇) + (I − J+J)k2 (7)

Where,
η = Σq (8)

Σ = [1, 1, 1], η is hand orientation. And,I is a 3 × 3
unit matrix,J is a Jacobian matrix,J+ is a pseudo inverse
matrix of the Jacobian matrix.k1 = [k11, k12, k13]

T ,k2 =
[k21, k22, k23]

T are optional 3-dimentional vectors.
The first term on the right-hand side of (6) is a joint angle

velocity vector achieving hand velocitẏr. The second term
is the redundant joint angle velocity vector that is not affect
hand constant velocitẏr. Similarly, the first term on the
right-hand side of (7) is a joint angle acceleration vector
achieving(r̈ − J̇ q̇), and the second term is the redundant
angle acceleration that is not affect(r̈ − J̇ q̇).

Equation (6),(7) need more than three parameters in order
to deriveq̇, q̈. To reduce the required number of parameters,
we convert from (6),(7) to (10),(11) by using the singular
value decomposition as (9).

(I − J+J) = UDλV
T (9)

q̇ = J+f ′ṡ+URv (10)

q̈ = J+(f ′′ṡ2 − J̇ q̇) +URa (11)

Where, a redundant angle velocityRv = DλV
Tk1 and

a redundant angle accelerationRa = DλV
Tk2 are scalar

parameters,U is 3-dimensional normalized orthogonally
base vector.

Therefore, axes of the configuration-space are the distance
on the trajectorys, its time-differentialṡ, the hand orientation
η, the redundant angle velocityRv and the redundant angle
accelerationRa from (4),(5),(10),(11).

B. PROHIBITED AREA

The Prohibited-area is areas on the configuration-space
that exceed the torque limitsΩ. We derive it from the torque
limits and the dynamics equation of the manipulator. Now
we show the dynamics equation (1) again.

τ = M q̈ +H (12)

The equation (12) converts to a equation on the
configuration-space.

τ = c1Ra+ c2 (13)

Where,

c1 = MU

c2 = MJ+{f ′′ṡ2 − J̇J+f ′ṡ− J̇URv}+H

Following equation is derived from (13) and the torque limits
Ω.

τmin − c2 ≦ c1Ra ≦ τmax − c2 (14)

If c1i is not equal zero, limits of the redundant angle
accelerationRa is following

Fi(s, ṡ, η, Rv) ≦ Ra ≦ Gi(s, ṡ, η, Rv) (15)

i = 1, 2, 3.

Where,

Gi(s, ṡ, η, Rv) =

{
(τimax − c2i)/c1i, (ci1 > 0)
(τimin − c2i)/c1i, (ci1 < 0)

Fi(s, ṡ, η, Rv) =

{
(τimin − c2i)/c1i, (ci1 > 0)
(τimax − c2i)/c1i, (ci1 < 0)

The subscriptsi in (15) express the number of row. Thus,
the equation (15) represent the limit of theRa that is limited
by the torque limitΩ of the i-th joint. We must fulfill these
limits. The joint torques will exceed the torque limits if we
can not fulfill every one. Therefore, the limit of the redundant
angle accelerationRa is following

F ≦ Ra ≦ G (16)

Where,

G = min{Gi(s, ṡ, η, Rv), i = 1, 2, 3}
F = max{Fi(s, ṡ, η, Rv), i = 1, 2, 3}

We define areas that do not fulfill (16) to the Prohibited-area
in this paper.
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C. RELATIONS OF REDUNDANCY

In this section, we explain relations with the hand orien-
tation η, the redundant angle velocityRv and the redundant
angle accelerationRa that are axes of the configuration-
space.

The hand orientationη, the redundant angle velocityRv
and the redundant angle accelerationRa in the equations of
(8),(10) and (11) are parameters of redundancy. These have
relationships such as time-differential. Thus, we derive the
relationships of theη, theRv and theRa.

Following equations are derived from time-differentials of
the joint angles and (10),(11).

q =

∫
J+f ′ṡ+URv dt (17)

q̇ =

∫
J+f ′′ṡ2 − J+J̇ q̇ +URa dt (18)

First, we derive the relationship of the hand orientationη
and the redundant angle velocityRv from (8) and (17).

η̇ = ΣJ+f ′(s)ṡ+ΣURv (19)

The relationships of the redundant angle velocityRv and
redundant angle accelerationRa is derived from (10) and
(18). Then, we assume a time-differential of the vectorU is
equal zero.

Rv = UT

∫
J+f ′′ṡ2 − J+J̇q +URa dt−UTJ+f ′ṡ (20)

Where, UTJ+ = 0 because the 3-dimension normalized
orthogonally base vectorU and column vectors of the
pseudo inverse matrix of JacobianJ+ are orthogonal vectors.
Therefore (20) becomes following

Ṙv = Ra (21)

From these equations, the values of the hand orientation
η and the redundant angle velocityRv decide from the
redundant angle accelerationRa.

D. PATH FINDING ON THE CONFIGULATION SPACE

In this section, we explain the path finding on the
configuration-space.

If a state of the redundant manipulator that is expressed on
the configuration-space enters the prohibited-areas, it happen
problems that joint torques exceed the torque limitsΩ. Thus,
we take the path finding from one initial state (s0, η0, Rv0)
on the configuration-space. We derive a path that does not
enter the prohibited-areas from the start points0 to the end
point se on the configuration-space. The path finding that
based on an evaluation function (22) takes in one hand speed.

E(s, ṡ, η, Rv) = G− F (22)

The path finding decide theRa that becomes high in a value
of the evaluation function. TheRa is selected from following

Ra =


(G+ F )/2

(G+ F )/2 + (G− F )/4
(G+ F )/2− (G− F )/4

G
F

(23)

Fig. 1. How to select Redundancy angle accelerations

Fig. 2. Image of the path finding algorithm

Values of evaluation are measured by states of the manipu-
lator that movesδt seconds by eachRa of (23) like a Fig.1.
Theδt is a arbitrary value independent of the control cycles.
When we take the path finding starting from one initial state
and the path enters the prohibited-areas even if we select
any Ra, we assume that paths do not exit starting from its
initial state. thus, this path finding method cannot find a path
completely.

E. SEARCH ALGORITHM FOR HIGH-SPEED MOTION

In this section, we explain the search algorithm to get the
fast and constant hand speed motion using the path finding.
We show our an image of the search algorithm in Fig.2. This
algorithm starts from slow hand constant speed that can find
a path widely on start point of the configuration-space. we
speed up the hand constant speed a little, if the path finding
can find paths.

At first, we select sparsely the initial states on the
configuration-space as a upper left on Fig.2. We take the path
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Fig. 3. the algorithm to find faster velocity of end-effector

finding from these initial states and preserve initial states that
path exit.

If number of initial points that the path finding can find
are low, we take the path finding again after adding initial
states to 8-neighborhood of the initial states that path found.
If denseness of initial states is finest, we do not add initial
states. Next, we speed up the hand constant speed a little
(ṡ+ δṡ). And we take the path finding from preserved initial
states like a upper right on Fig.2. Finally, we repeat these
process, path finding, adding initial states and speeding up
hand constant speed to the path finding con not find paths.
We assume that the path and hand constant speed remaining
last is the fastest hand constant speed and the fastest motion.

We show the outline of this algorithm in Fig.3.

IV. SIMULATION OF PLANNED MOTION

We show simulations of fastest hand constant speed mo-
tion planed our method.

The manipulator using by simulation is a planar 3-links
redundant manipulator. Parameters of this manipulator show
in Tab.I. We give a circular hand trajectory that is the most
basic trajectory in order to interpolate a corner of trajectory.
A radius of the circular trajectory is5[mm]. It is small radius
that is difficult to move high speed.

A. Simulation using Lagrange equation of motion

We show a planned motion, and computed joint torques
using by Lagrange’s equation.

We show the path of fastest motion and the configuration-
space of fastest hand constant speed planned by proposal
method in Fig.4, The redundant angle accelerationRa, its
upper limit and lower limit on the path in Fig.5, The fastest
motion of redundant manipulator in Fig.6, The joint torques
and each torque limits in Fig.7.

TABLE I

THE PARAMETERS OF REDUNDANT MANIPULATOR

Link1 Link2 Link3
lingth [mm] 200 150 50

mass[g] 200 150 50
center of gravity[mm] 100 75 25

Inertia [kgm2] 66.6×10−5 28.1×10−5 1.0×10−5

torque limit [Nm] 6.4 2.7 0.1

Fig. 4. The Configuration-space onṡ = 0.99[m/s] with the path

In the result of the motion planning, A fastest hand
constant speed that the motion planning found is0.99[m/s].
The joint torquesτ are within the torque limits in Fig.7,
when the hand constant speed is0.99[m/s] .

Next, we show the joint torques planned by the basic
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Fig. 5. Redundancy acceleration on the path

Fig. 6. the motion of planned path

motion controller of redundant manipulator, when the hand
constant speed is equal0.99[m/s]. The basic motion con-
troller of redundant manipulator is the method that optional
3-dimentional vector in (6) isk1 = [0, 0, 0]T . It is called the
method using pseudo inverse of Jacobian. We show the joint
torques and the torque limits in Fig.8,the motion by pseudo
inverse of Jacobian in Fig.9.

We prove that the proposed method can move high and
constant hand speed within the torque limits by the results
of simulation.

Fig. 7. Joint torques on planned path

Fig. 8. Joint torques contoroled by the Pseudo Inverce of Jacobian

B. Simulation using the Open Dynamics Engine

We compute joint torques using the Open Dynamics
Engine that is used in the research and education. The motion
is same motion on the simulation using Lagrange’s equation.
We show that planed motion can move within torque limits.

We compute joint torques using the Open Dynamics
Engine on the hand constant speedṡ equals0.99[m/s] that is
the fastest hand constant speed planned by proposal method.
We show a state of simulation by Open Dynamics Engine
in Fig.10, the joint torques computed by Open Dynamics
Engine and the torque limits in Fig.11.

The waveforms of joint torques using Open Dynamics
Engine (Fig.11) are similar to waveforms of the joint torques
using the Lagrange’s equation (Fig.7). The joint torques are
within the torque limits when we compute a general simu-
lator. Therefore, the high and constant hand speed motion
planned proposed method can operate within torque limits.
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Fig. 9. the motion by the Pseudo Inverce of Jacobian

V. CONCLUSIONS

In order to speed-up hand constant speed tasks on redun-
dant manipulator, we consider the configuration-space that
represent the distance of hand trajectory the hand orientation,
the redundant angle velocity and the redundant angle accel-
eration. And we assume the prohibited-area that areas exceed
torque limits on the configuration-space. We take motion
planning on the configuration-space to avoid the prohibited-
area. At a result, the redundant manipulator can operate hand
constant speed equal0.99[m/s] on circular hand trajectory
of radius5[mm]. In order to show effectiveness of speeding-
up hand constant speed tasks within torque limits, we show
planned motion and joint torques computed by Lagrange’s
equation and Open Dynamics Engine. But, the hand constant
speed derived by our method may not be fastest hand con-
stant speed because our path finding cannot find completely.

We will improve the path finding on the configuration-
space and verify our method using a real machine. And we
will apply general manipulator not only 3-links manipulator.

Fig. 10. the state of simulation using Open Dynamics Engine

Fig. 11. Joint torques by the Open Dynamics Engine
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